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Abstract
Many text generation tasks are copy-oriented. For instance, nearly 30% content of news summaries is copied. The
copy rate is even higher in Grammatical Error Correction (GEC). However, existing generative models generate
texts through word-by-word decoding, which may lead to factual inconsistencies and slow inference. While
Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) are outstanding extraction units, EDU-based extractive methods can alleviate
the aforementioned problems. As a consequence, we propose EDUCopy, a framework that integrates the behavior of
copying EDUs into generative models. The main idea of EDUCopy is to use special index tags to represent the copied
EDUs during generation. Specifically, we extract important EDUs from input sequences, finetune generative models
to generate sequences with special index tags, and restore the generated special index tags into corresponding text
spans. By doing so, EDUCopy reduces the number of generated tokens significantly. To verify the effectiveness of
EDUCopy, we conduct experiments on the news summarization datasets CNNDM, NYT and the GEC datasets
FCE, WI-LOCNESS. While achieving notable ROUGE and M2 scores, GPT-4 evaluation validates the strength of our
models in terms of factual consistency, fluency, and overall performance. Moreover, compared to baseline models,
EDUCopy achieves a significant acceleration of 1.65x.
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1. Introduction

Many text generation tasks are copy-oriented,
where a significant portion of the target sequences
can be obtained by directly copying some vital
text spans in the input sequences. For example,
nearly 30% content of the summaries in two popular
new summarization benchmarks, CNNDM (Nallap-
ati et al., 2016a) and NYT (Sandhaus, 2008b), is
directly copied. As a consequence, directly em-
ploying extractive models can also achieve good
results in summarization. Furthermore, the copy
rate is even higher in other text generation tasks,
such as Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) (Gu
et al., 2016; Lichtarge et al., 2019), style transfor-
mation (Jin et al., 2022), etc. Unfortunately, ex-
isting text generation methods generate target se-
quences through word-by-word decoding (Lewis
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022),
which may lead to factual inconsistencies (Cao
et al., 2018) and slow inference. Meanwhile, ex-
tractive methods generate target sequences by
re-organising some extracted vital text spans (Liu,
2019; Xu et al., 2019) that are factual consistent
with input sequences, also faster but less flexible
than generative methods.

As a consequence, summarization researchers
try to add some extractive properties into the
abstractive summarization, such as copying to-
kens (See et al., 2017) or entities (Xiao and
Carenini, 2022). However, these text spans are
still too short to represent complete semantics. As
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EDUs are outstanding extraction units (Wu et al.,
2022), we propose to introduce copy mechanism
to copy-oriented text generation tasks. There-
fore, we propose an EDU-based copy mechanism
(EDUCopy) that combines extractive and genera-
tive methods.

Taking text summarization as an example, seen
from Table 1, we first use an extractive model to
select some critical EDUs and enclose them in the
original text using index markers, forming EDU-
Source. Then, we replace the spans in the Target
that directly copy EDUs from the source text with
the corresponding identifiers, getting EDU-Target.
After that, we finetune existing generative models
using the processed (EDU-Source, EDU-Target)
pairs. During testing, we restore the generated
index tags to their respective text spans. Since
EDUCopy only modifies the input/output text, it can
apply to any generative model.

To verify the effectiveness of EDUCopy,
we conduct experiments on the news sum-
marization datasets CNNDM (Nallapati et al.,
2016a), NYT (Sandhaus, 2008b) and the GEC
datasets FCE (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011), WI-
LOCNESS (Bryant et al., 2019a). While achieving
notable ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and M2 (Dahlmeier
et al., 2013) scores, GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023)
evaluation validates the strengths of EDUCopy
in terms of factual consistency, fluency, and
overall performance. Moreover, compared with the
baseline models, EDUCopy achieves a significant
speedup by 1.65x in summarization and 1.24x in
GEC, respectively. We mainly have the following
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EDU-Source: ... In 2014, one expert predicted con-
sumers would pay more for some groceries <edu4> be-
cause of the California drought . </edu4> He was of-
ten right, according to statistics gathered by Timothy
Richards, agribusiness professor at Arizona State Uni-
versity . Prices rose last year for these items on your
kitchen table: . • Berries rose in price by about 80 cents
per clamshell to $3.88 . • Broccoli by 11 cents per pound
to $1.89 ... <edu5> overall prices are expected to rise
this year, </edu5> because of inflation, U.S. Department
of Agriculture economist Annemarie Kuhns said ...
Target: Americans paid more for some fruits and vegeta-
bles last year because of the drought . Tourists will now
have to ask for a glass of water at a California restaurant
. Perhaps the only good thing is another g̈reatẅine grape
harvest last year.
EDU-Target: Americans paid more for some fruits and
vegetables last year <edu4> Tourists will now have to ask
for a glass of water at a California restaurant . Perhaps
the only good thing is another g̈reatẅine grape harvest
last year.
EDU-Output: The drought in California has had a ripple
effect on other states in the West and Southwest, causing
higher food prices over the past year. However, the USDA
predicts that overall prices will continue to rise this year,
partly <edu4>
Output: The drought in California has had a ripple ef-
fect on other states in the West and Southwest, causing
higher food prices over the past year. However, the USDA
predicts that overall prices will continue to rise this year,
partly because of the California drought .

Table 1: A data sample to illustrate the pipeline of
EDUCopy. The blue font in the table represents
the copy part. EDU-Source and EDU-Target con-
stitute the source-target pairs used for training the
generative model. In testing, the generative model
generates EDU-Output where the tag “<edu4>” will
be mapped back to the highlighted section in the
EDU-Source finally.

contributions:

• We combine extractive and generative meth-
ods by modeling the EDU copy behavior during
generation.

• The proposed framework can be adapted to
any generative model.

• Many evaluation metrics have confirmed the
effectiveness and efficiency of our method, es-
pecially in the summarization domain, where
EDUCopy surpasses human-level summariza-
tion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Natural Language Generation
Natural language generation, as the core task of
NLP (Chen et al., 2019), has been studied for
many years. Existing text generation models mainly

adopts the paradigm of pre-training and fine-tuning,
demonstrating considerable performance on mul-
tiple NLG tasks. Specifically, a typical pre-trained
generative model, such as BART (Lewis et al.,
2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), is trained by
maximizing the probability of the next target token
given the input text and the labeled text prefix. How-
ever, because labels are unknown during inference,
the model inevitably makes subsequent decisions
based on prior outputs that might be flawed. To
address this problem, discriminative reranking was
proposed and widely used in various NLG tasks
(Shen et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2015). For exam-
ple, (Mizumoto and Matsumoto, 2016) proposes a
reranking method for GEC. Specifically, this rerank-
ing method is used to rescore the N best results
of statistical machine translation and reorder the
results. Moreover, in summarization, BRIO (Liu
et al., 2022) improves the training by assuming a
non-deterministic target distribution so that differ-
ent candidate summaries are assigned probability
mass according to their quality.

2.2. Copy Mechanism
In the aforementioned classic generative models,
an input-output mapping within a fixed-size vocab-
ulary will be learned. However, such an approach
may encounter difficulties when there is crucial in-
formation or proper noun in the input text. To al-
leviate this problem, researchers try to combine
extractive and generative method. For example,
(See et al., 2017) proposes to use copy mecha-
nism by directly copying these crucial information
and proper noun. (Hsu et al., 2018) incorporates
sentence-level attention to identify important sen-
tences and uses inconsistency loss to encourage
the generated summaries to be factual consistent.
In addition to these verbatim decoding methods,
there has been some works introducing sequen-
tial copying mechanisms. For instance, (Liu et al.,
2021b) tags the target sequence in the BIO format
to determine the extraction span, while (Xiao and
Carenini, 2022) uses entities as copy units.

2.3. EDU-level Extractive Summarization
Our inspiration mainly comes from extractive sum-
marization, where most conventional works are
based on sentence-level extraction (Liu, 2019;
Zhong et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021a; Ruan et al.,
2022). Recently, as EDU is proven to be a more
concise semantic unit than sentence, some re-
searchers use EDU as extraction unit (Alonso i
Alemany and Fuentes Fort, 2003; Yoshida et al.,
2014). (Liu and Chen, 2019; Huang and Kurohashi,
2021) validates the effectiveness of EDU extrac-
tion on large datasets. DISCOBERT (Xu et al.,
2019) using structural discourse graphs based on
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Figure 1: Flowchart of our framework. Firstly, the source is divided into EDUs and then put into the
extractive module to pick up the top k (k=2 in the figure) EDUs. Then we use index tags to wrap these
EDUs in the source to form the EDU-Source. Next, the generative module reads the EDU-Source and
generates the EDU-Output. In the end, we restore the EDU index tags in the EDU-Output to construct the
final output.

RST trees, co-referential references, and graph
convolutional network encoding to capture these
long-range dependencies. (Li et al., 2020) intro-
duces a two-step method that involves selecting
and grouping informative EDUs, and then fusing
them into a coherent summary sentence, enhanc-
ing the generative ability of the model in terms of
readability and non-redundancy. Moreover, (Wu
et al., 2022) proves that EDU is a more suitable
unit for extractive summarization from both theo-
retical and experimental aspects. Considering the
success of previous works, our proposed frame-
work, EDUCopy, also use EDU as the extraction
unit.

3. Method

In this section, we propose a detailed description
of our proposed framework, EDUCopy. Our moti-
vation stems from the observation that in certain
summarization datasets, approximately 30% of the
golden summaries is directly copied from source
EDUs. Additionally, in tasks like GEC and style
transfer, copy behavior is more frequent. Conse-
quently, we propose incorporating the behavior of
copying EDUs into existing generative models. The
flow chart of EDUCopy is shown in Figure 1. Specif-
ically, EDUCopy consists of three modules, an EDU
selector, a data format converter, and an genera-
tive module. The EDU selector extracts important

EDUs. Then, the extracted EDUs will be enclosed
by index tags to form the EDU-Source using the
data format converter. After that, the generative
module reads the EDU-Source and generates the
sequence with the index tags, called EDU-Output.
Ultimately, the data format converter restores the
index tags in the EDU-Output to source’s corre-
sponding text. Since EDUCopy only modifies the
input/output texts, it can apply to any generative
approach. It is worth mentioning that in GEC tasks,
due to the short source input length, we remove the
extraction module and directly use the generative
module to generate the target sequence.

3.1. EDU Selector

The EDU Selector detects salient EDUs from the
source sequence. It comprises two components:
an EDU splitter and an extractive module. The EDU
splitter segments the source sequence into EDUs.
The extractive model is responsible for extracting
important EDUs.

EDU Splitter Given a source sequence with to-
kens [w1, w2, ..., wn], we utilize the tool proposed by
Yu et al. (2022) to segment the source sequence
into multiple EDUs. We add a tag “[edu]” in front
of each EDU in the source sequence. The extrac-
tive model will utilize this tag to predict the saliency
score of an EDU.
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Extractive Module A document contains a large
number of unimportant EDUs, which may confuse
the generation model. Therefore, we utilize the
extractive model to select the top representative
EDUs. Since any extractive approach can achieve
this goal, we choose the SOTA model MATCH-
SUM (Zhong et al., 2020) as our extractive module.
MATCHSUM is a candidate sequence reranking ap-
proach that consists of two pre-trained transformer
encoders: the EDU-encoder and Pair-encoder. The
EDU-encoder is responsible for calculating the im-
portance of each EDU. Specifically, it selects the
top k most important EDUs and includes them in
the set E in the order they appear in the source
sequence. Then, starting from the EDU closest
to the end, EDUs are sequentially removed in E
to obtain k sets Ek, Ek−1, ..., E1. Finally, the Pair-
encoder reads the k (source sequence, EDU set)
pairs and picks up the EDU set that is semantically
closest to the document as our extraction result
Em,m ∈ [1, k].

To train MATCHSUM, we label each EDU with
a ground truth saliency score gE based on its
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) scores:

gE = R1p + 2 ∗R2p +RLp
(1)

where R1p , R2p , RLp
means ROUGE-1/2/L preci-

sions for short. Likewise, each EDU set is then
scored based on the ground truth summary using
the formula:

gS = R1f + 2 ∗R2f +RLf
(2)

where we use the ROUGE F1 score. gE is the
learning objective of the EDU-encoder, while gS is
the learning goal of the Pair-encoder.

3.2. Data Format Converter
The data format converter offers multiple modes
for EDU-text transformation, including:

1. EDU-Source construction: source+EDUs −→
EDU-Source.

2. Output EDU-Output reconstruction during test-
ing: EDU-Output + EDU-Source −→ Output.

3. EDU-Target construction during training:
Target + EDUs −→ EDU-Target.

Given the EDU set extracted by the EDU se-
lector, Mode 1 embraces an EDU with the index
tag (<eudi>EDU text span</edui>) in the source
to form the EDU-Source. During testing, Mode 2
recovers the index tags in the EDU-Output from
the input EDU-Source to construct the final Out-
put. These two modes use simple rules shown in
Figure 1. In contrast, Mode 3 is the core step in
EDUCopy, reflecting the EDU copy behavior in text
generation.

Algorithm 1: Target Conversion
Input :Golden Target S, EDU set [e1, ..., em].
Output
:

Golden EDU-Target SE

1 for ei in [e1, ..., em] do
2 Ui = ∅
3 for p in Range(|S|) do
4 if Sp not in ei[: 3] :
5 continue
6 for q in Range(p, |S|) do
7 if Sq in ei[−3 :] and

RLf (Spq, ei) >= 0.7 :
8 Ui.add(Spq)
9 else:

10 continue
11 end
12 end
13 Ui = Rule-Check(Ui, ei)
14 for s in Sorted(Ui,key=len,reverse=True) do
15 S = S.replace(s,<edui>)
16 end
17 end
18 SE = S

19 Return SE

EDU-Target Construction During the construc-
tion of the EDU-Target, we determine whether a seg-
ment is considered a copy based on the ROUGE
score between the selected EDUs and the golden
target fragments. The specific process is described
in Algorithm 1. Let’s assume that the extracted
EDU set contains m EDUs Em = [e1, e2, ..., em]. To
construct the EDU-Target, we iterate through each
element ei in Em and go through all the fragments
in the golden target. We calculate the ROUGE-L F1
score between each fragment and ei. If the score
exceeds the Copy Threshold, we add the fragment
to the copy candidate set Ui. After the traversal is
complete, we apply certain rules to remove strings
from set Ui that break the coherence. Assuming U
and e represent the preliminary selected segment
set and the EDU to be copied, respectively, with
elements u in U, the specific details of the filtering
process are as follows:

• The middle of u must not contain punctuation
marks.

• Entities in u must also be found in e.

• If the end of e is a punctuation mark, then the
end of u must be consistent with e.

After applying the filtering rules, we sort the strings
in each set Ui in descending order based on their
lengths. Finally, we iteratively replace these strings
in the golden target with EDU index tags to get the
golden EDU-target.

Table 2 shows how the change in Copy Threshold
affects EDU-summaries’ performance. We find that
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Dataset Copy SumLen EDU- Copy Rate ROUGE
Threshold SumLen R-1 R-2 R-L

CNNDM

0.6 57.87 44.02 40.53% 90.60 82.48 90.40
0.7 57.87 48.24 29.11% 95.71 91.22 95.63
0.8 57.87 51.32 21.13% 98.14 95.76 98.12
0.9 57.87 53.65 12.24% 99.70 99.27 99.70

NYT

0.6 117.90 83.59 43.99% 91.80 83.66 91.17
0.7 117.90 90.62 35.89% 95.33 89.55 94.99
0.8 117.90 97.93 27.42% 97.53 93.87 97.35
0.9 117.90 107.20 14.41% 99.41 98.41 99.36

Table 2: Analysis of summary copy behavior based on setting different copy thresholds. Here we use the
golden EDU set for candidates of copying. R-1, R-2, R-L are abbreviations for the F1 score of ROUGE
(1/2/L). We use the data format converter to get the restored summary from the EDU-summary, and
calculate its ROUGE score measured by the original golden summary.

with the decrease of Copy Threshold, the length of
EDU-summaries drops obviously while the ROUGE
scores keep high. We ultimately set it to 0.7 in
the experiments. During the training phase, the
labels are visible, and we can extract EDUs based
on these labels. This way, the extracted EDUs
are the most suitable. However, during the testing
phase, where the labels are not visible, we must rely
on the results extracted by the extraction module.
Therefore, when training the generative module,
We always use the EDUs selected by the extractive
module to reduce the discrepancy between training
and testing.

3.3. Generative Module
The generative module primarily learns the map-
ping from EDU-Source to the EDU-Target. Any gen-
erative model can be integrated into the EDUCopy
framework, and in this paper, we use the state-
of-the-art summarization model BRIO (Liu et al.,
2022) as the generative module. It involves two
training processes: maximum likelihood training
and sequence calibration.

In maximum likelihood training, we fine-tune a
backbone seq2seq model on the (EDU-Source,
EDU-Target) pairs. The learning goal is to max-
imize the likelihood of the EDU-Target generation.
Subsequently, we use the generative model to build
16 EDU-Output for each document in the training
set. A contrastive loss is introduced to align the
generation probability of each EDU-Target and its
actual quality measured by ROUGE. Specifically,
we use Ranking loss to bring closer those EDU-
Outputs among the generated 16 which have higher
scores compared to the Target. Conversely, those
dissimilar to the Target are pushed further away
in the probability output distribution. This training
method originates from the BRIO model. In this
way, the generative model is guided to assign prob-
ability mass according to the qualities of generated

targets.
The generative module generates an EDU-

Output containing EDU index tags linked to the
source sequence. During testing, we use the
data format converter to recover these index tags
into source text spans, yielding the final sequence.
Since EDU-targets are about 20% shorter than the
original target, our generative module runs much
faster than general generative approaches.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets
To verify the effectiveness of EDUCopy, we con-
duct experiments on two popular summarization
benchmarks, CNNDM (Nallapati et al., 2016a) and
NYT (Sandhaus, 2008b). Since EDUCopy can
apply to any seq2seq text generation tasks, we
also conduct experiments on GEC datasets, FCE
(Yannakoudakis et al., 2011) and WI-LOCNESS
(Bryant et al., 2019a). The basic information of
these datasets is shown in Table 3.

CNNDM CNNDM is a commonly used news sum-
marization dataset, which includes news articles
and corresponding multi-sentence highlights. More-
over, we used a pre-processed version of the
dataset obtained from (See et al., 2017).

NYT NYT consists of articles from the New York
Times and corresponding summaries. We followed
the approach outlined by (Kedzie et al., 2018) to
preprocess and split the data. For the summaries,
we used the archival abstracts associated with each
article.

FCE FCE is a part of the Cambridge Learner Cor-
pus (CLC), containing about 30,995 parallel sen-
tences for training and approximately 2,691 parallel
sentences for testing.
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WI-LOCNESS WI-LOCNESS originates from the
GEC segment of the Building Educational Applica-
tions 2019 Shared Task (Bryant et al., 2019b). It
is composed of two separate datasets: LOCNESS
and the Cambridge English Write&Improve (W&I).

Datasets Train Valid Test
CNNDM 287K 13K 11K
NYT 44K 5.5K 6.4K
FCE 26.6 2.0K 2.5K
WI 44K - 4.2K

Table 3: Dataset Statistics.

4.2. Baselines
We select the following models as our baselines:
BRIO (Liu et al., 2022) utilizes pre-trained models
BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and PEGASUS (Zhang
et al., 2020) as backbones to generate high-quality
sequence through sequence correction. Span-
Copy (Xiao and Carenini, 2022) is a network ar-
chitecture that enables copying entities from the
source text. Its copy mechanism is similar to
EDUCopy, allowing the model to reproduce specific
spans of text from the input. Besides these abstrac-
tive models, we also introduce some EDU-based
extractive models, including EDU-VL (Wu et al.,
2022) and our extractive module EDU Selector.

In addition to these models, we include the Large
Language Model (LLM) ChatGPT as one of the
baselines. ChatGPT is capable of generating re-
sponses that align with human preferences, which
makes it a suitable candidate for comparison in our
study.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics
For the experiments conducted on the summarza-
tion datasets, we employ the widely adopted
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) to evaluate the models auto-
matically. Specifically, we report three ROUGE
metrics, ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L. In
addition, LLMs such as GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) can
align with human evaluation standards (Ouyang
et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2023) and is highly consis-
tent with human evaluation results (Li et al., 2023).
Following their work, we employ GPT-4 as a means
of overall summary quality evaluation. To enhance
the stability of GPT-4 evaluation, following Li et al.
(2023), we design specialized prompts to conduct
the evaluation, as shown in appendix. Addition-
ally, we also use an entity-level factual consistency
metric introduced by SpanCopy (Xiao and Carenini,
2022). As exhibited in Equation 3, this metric mea-
sures generated summaries’ entity coverage score
compared to the source sequence.

As for the experiments conducted on GEC, we
use M2 (Dahlmeier et al., 2013) as the evaluation

metric. The M2 metric evaluates GEC by comparing
system outputs to multiple correct annotations. It
emphasizes accuracy using the F0.5 score to weigh
precision over recall. Meanwhile, we also employ
GPT-4 to compare the correction performance of
EDUCopy with baseline models.

DOCp = |NE(D) ∩NE(T )|/|NE(T )| (3)

where NE(∗) stands for entity set of ∗, T stands for
the generated target sequence, and D stands for
the input document.

As one main advantage of EDUCopy is to speed
up the summary generation process, we also list
the inference time of EDUCopy and baseline mod-
els for comparison. Finally, due to the cumbersome
and costly nature of human evaluation methods, we
conducted manual evaluation on only 100 randomly
sampled data examples from CNNDM.

4.4. Setting
We use the same hyperparameters as the original
models (MATCHSUM, BRIO) in the extractive and
generative modules. We use Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) as the optimizer with a learning rate 2e-5
and employ a cosine learning rate decay strategy.
Furthermore, we achieve an early stopping strategy
during inference using the F1-score of the overlap
rate of the predicted EDU set and the label EDU
set as the criterion. The training of EDUCopy is
conducted on 4 GeForce RTX 3090 (24GB) with
a total batch size of 16 for BART and 8 for PEGA-
SUS. Because of the limitation of backbone models,
we truncate the documents if they exceed the maxi-
mum input length of 1024. The scripts 1 for ROUGE
scores calculation and candidate summaries gener-
ation are obtained from BRIO. As for the calculation
of M2, we use the implementation provided by er-
rant (Bryant et al., 2017; Felice et al., 2016). As
for the experiments conducted on FEC and WI-
LOCNESS, we use NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) to split
the original data into sentences, and each sentence
was used as a data sample.

4.5. Result
Overall Evaluation To evaluate the overall perfor-
mance of models, we conduct ROUGE evaluation
on CNNDM and NYT datasets. The results are
shown in Table 4. As can be seen, EDUCopy out-
performs most other methods on ROUGE evalua-
tion. Only BRIO is slightly better than EDUCopy but
requires significantly longer inference time. Since
Wang et al. (2023a); Yang et al. (2023) proves that
ROUGE evaluation is insufficient for the overall eval-
uation of summarization models, we focus on using

1https://github.com/yixinL7/BRIO

https://github.com/yixinL7/BRIO
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Dataset Model ROUGE Time/s DOCpR-1 R-2 R-L

CNNDM

ChatGPT 35.05 13.04 31.59 - 84.03
BART 44.01 20.83 40.75 17,676 91.22

PEGASUS 44.22 21.31 41.31 17,673 90.08
EDU-VL* 44.70 21.63 42.46 - -

SpanCopy* 44.19 20.86 31.19 - 91.89
EDU Selector 43.23 20.62 41.54 892 98.48
BART-BRIO 47.72 23.57 44.39 17,059 93.11

PEGASUS-BRIO 47.80 22.95 44.46 18,375 92.87
BART-EDUCopy 46.39 23.12 43.55 12,099 95.90

PEGASUS-EDUCopy 46.23 23.62 43.42 11,134 95.62

NYT

ChatGPT 40.50 15.32 29.47 - 75.74
EDU Selector 51.58 31.69 41.12 753 99.18

BART 53.97 34.99 41.80 14,716 82.53
BART-BRIO 56.61 37.54 44.19 16,995 82.54

BART-EDUCopy 56.37 36.93 44.38 13,580 84.07

Table 4: Experimental results on CNNDM and NYT. * Represents the quoted experimental results.

Dataset Model M2 Time win rate

FCE BRIO 60 1910 44.89%
EDUCopy 62.24 1638 55.11%

WI BRIO 52.15 1042 43.12%
EDUCopy 55.13 842 56.88%

Table 5: Experimental results on FCE and WI. Win
rate is the quality evaluation result of GPT4 compar-
ing BRIO and EDUCopy error correction results.

GPT-4 to evaluate overall performance. Specifi-
cally, we compare golden summaries, BART-BRIO
(BRIO) and BART-EDUCopy (EDUCopy) in Table 6.
The results show that EDUCopy significantly beats
BRIO and even human-written golden summaries.
At the same time, it can be seen from Table 5 that
the saliency index and gpt evaluation of the GEC
task are highly consistent with the summarization
results. Therefore, EDUCopy can be used in any
text conversion task with a high copy rate. We show
a data sample in Table 11, and more samples in
the appendix.

Dataset Rank Golden BRIO EDUCopy

CNNDM
1 2724 1770 5086
2 3184 2938 3458
3 3672 4872 1036

NYT
1 1707 1239 2532
2 2450 1641 1387
3 1321 2598 1559

Table 6: The overall evaluation results of GPT-4.
The data in the table represent the number of times
the summary gets the 1, 2, 3 rank.

Factual Consistency Evaluation Intuitively,
EDUCopy can alleviate the problem of factual
inconsistency by copying the EDUs in the original
text. To verify this conjecture, we use GPT-4 to
evaluate models from the perspective of factual
consistency. Shown in Table 7, EDUCopy behaves
more faithfully than baselines. The entity evalua-
tion metric DOCp shown in Table 4 also points out
that our method exhibits the highest overlap rate
with entity sets in the document.

Dataset Win Rate
BRIO EDUCopy

CNNDM 44.13 55.87
NYT 43.61 56.39

Table 7: The results of GPT-4 evaluation on factual
consistency.

Efficiency Evaluation compared with baseline
models, EDUCopy achieves a significant speedup
by 1.65x in summarization and 1.24x in GEC, re-
spectively. This indicates that copying EDUs makes
it possible to reduce the output length and improve
the efficiency of the generation process. We pro-
vide the specific time expenses of each component
of EDUCopy during inference in Table 8. As can
be seen, the time spent on the additional data pro-
cessing in EDUCopy is trivial compared with the
generation cost.

Coherence Evaluation During our experimen-
tal process, we also had concerns about the flu-
ency of sentences. Because we used a rule-based
approach to find matching EDUs during training,
we cannot always guarantee that the generated
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Dataset Splitter Extraction Abstraction
CNNDM 742 892 10465
NYT 804 753 12023
FCE 58 - 785
WI-LOCNESS 101 - 1537

Table 8: Time cost (/s) of different modules in
EDUCopy.

EDU-summary is fluent. In fact, during the human
evaluation, we found that the architecture using
EDUcopy is smoother and better at capturing de-
tails in sentences, such as names, locations, spe-
cific events, and so on. Compared with BRIO, we
had an 62% win rate. This is a very good result. In
such cases, our understanding is that for a span,
the word-by-word decoding approach to generate
the span requires multiple conditional probability
decisions, while generating an EDU only requires
a single decision. Regarding the decoding difficulty
between these two methods, it is not necessarily
the case that EDU decoding is more challenging.

4.6. Selection of k and Extraction Method
To investigate the impact of different k values, we
first extracted the distribution of the number of
EDUs, as shown in Figure 2. Even in news sum-
marization tasks with relatively longer target se-
quences, the number of copied EDUs in most doc-
uments is basically less than ten. During the explo-
ration process, we initially set k to a larger value,
such as 50. We then use BERTSUM to extract k
EDUs for each source, followed by applying Match-
SUM to eliminate similar EDUs among the k ex-
tracted. Subsequently, we analyzed the final num-
ber of EDUs extracted from each data sample, as
shown in Figure 2. It can be observed that when k
is relatively small, such as k = 2, each data sample
has at most two replicable EDUs. However, in fact,
there are still many EDUs in these data that have
not been identified as replicable units. When it be-
comes necessary to generate these unrecognized
EDUs, decoding must be done character by charac-
ter rather than directly generating EDUs. This goes
against our experimental motivation. Therefore, for
these copy-oriented natural language generation
tasks, we need to set k around 10. In addition, to
confirm that the gain effect is not particularly sig-
nificant when k is greater than a certain value, we
compared the effects of k=10 and k=15. The re-
sults in Table 9 show that EDUCopy is stable within
the predictable range of k selection. In conclusion,
we can easily choose k after measuring the distri-
bution of EDU numbers, but this does not mean
that k can be arbitrarily large, which will increase
the pressure on the EDU selector.

Besides, to test the effect of the extractive

Figure 2: The cumulative distribution of the EDU
number extracted by the EDU Selector. k repre-
sents the number of extracted EDUs, and the val-
ues on the y-axis represent the cumulative propor-
tion of data whose number of extracted EDUs is
not greater than k. It can be seen that the number
of extracted EDUs of each data lies between 1 to
10.

k ROUGE
R-1 R-2 R-L

10 46.39 23.12 43.55
15 46.23 23.62 43.42

Table 9: Results of EDUCopy on CNNDM with
different k values.

method on EDUCopy, we compare the EDU se-
lector with BERTSUM (Liu, 2019) and use the top
10 salient EDU measured by the golden summary
as the upper bound. The results shown in Table
10 reveals that the performance of EDUCopy is
positively correlated with the performance of the
extractive model. This means that in the future,
when better extractive models emerge, EDUCopy
will also show better performance in text genera-
tion.

Model ROUGE
R-1 R-2 R-L

BertSum 45.33 21.79 42.29
EDU-Selector 46.39 23.12 43.55
Golden 55.12 32.78 52.21

Table 10: Results of EDUCopy on CNNDM with
different extractive methods.

4.7. Case Study
As shown in Table 11, we study a sample from
CNNDM. This news tells the story of the football
player Danny Ings. We compare the results from
EDUCopy, BRIO, and the human-written summary.
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We can find the golden summary to be a good
generalization. But it is somewhat sketchy com-
pared with EDUCopy’s output. For example, the
golden summary does not mention Ings being
linked with transfers, a crucial message in the doc-
ument. The summary generated by BRIO contains
factual errors. The document does not mention
the goal of Danny Ings collaborating with Borussia
Monchengladbach and David Moyes. In contrast,
EDUCopy produces a more coherent and detailed
summary, mentioning clubs that Ings is associated
with, which provides a comprehensive overview of
the future for Ings.

Document: Manchester United and Liverpool tar-
get Danny Ings insists his aim for next season is to
play and develop wherever he ends up. The Burn-
ley striker’s future has been the subject of consid-
erable speculation with the 22-year-old also linked
with moves to Borussia Monchengladbach and David
Moyes’ Real Sociedad. However, Ings - who has
scored nine goals during his debut Premier League
season - is keen to keep his career moving forward
and does not want sit on the bench. Burnley striker
Danny Ings insists he is aiming to play and develop
wherever he ends up next season . Ings, who has
scored nine Premier League goals, is a target for
Manchester United and Liverpool ...’
Golden summary: Danny Ings is a target for Manch-
ester United and Liverpool this summer . The Burnley
striker does not want to move just to sit on the bench .
Ings keen to work with a manager who will help him
develop as a player .
EDUCopy: Burnley striker Danny Ings is a target for
Manchester United and Liverpool. The 22-year-old
insists his aim for next season is to play and develop
wherever he ends up. Ings has been linked with moves
to Borussia Monchengladbach and Real Sociedad.
BRIO: Danny Ings has scored nine Premier League
goals for Burnley this season. The Burnley striker is
a target for Manchester United and Liverpool. Ings
insists that his goal for the next season is to work with
Borussia Monchengladbach and David Moyes.

Table 11: A sample display of the generated re-
sults. blue highlighting represents EDUCopy faith-
fully copying the content of the original text. The
red sections represent factual errors that deviate
from the original text.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose EDUCopy, a novel frame-
work that combines extractive method and gen-
erative method by incorporating the behavior of
copying EDUs into the generation process. Since
our framework only changes the input/output text
formats, it can apply to any generative approach.

To verify the effectiveness of EDUCopy, We con-
duct thoroughly experiments on multiple natural
language generation tasks. While achieving no-
table ROUGE and M2 scores, GPT-4 evaluation
validates the strength of our models in terms of fac-
tual consistency, fluency, and overall performance.
Moreover, compared to baseline models, EDUCopy
achieves a significant acceleration of 1.65x.

We believe our work can be extended in many
aspects. On the one hand, we plan to use the
popular ChatGPT to choose EDUs to form more
fluent EDU-Targets. On the other hand, we are
curious about the combination of EDUcopy with
large language models.
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A. Experiment Details

we show the templates we used for GPT4 evalua-
tion in Tables 12, 13 and 14.

[System]
You are a helpful assistant.
[Question 1]
Please determine which of the following two sen-
tences is free of grammatical errors, and select
the more perfect one.
This is the first sentence:{S1}
This is the second sentence:{S2}
please analyze whether there are any grammati-
cal errors among them.
[Start of LLM’s first answer]
{R1}
[End of LLM’s first answer]
[Question 2]
Now please tell me which sentence is more per-
fect. If it’s the first one, please answer 0; if it’s
the second one, please answer 1. all you need
to do now is reply with a number.
[Start of LLM’s second answer]
{R2}
[End of LLM’s second answer]

Table 12: We provided a template for assessing
the grammatical quality of sentences. S1, S2 serve
as our inputs. R1 and R2 are responses from the
LLM.
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[System]
You are a helpful assistant.
[Question 1]
Determine which of the following two summaries
is more in line with the description of the long
text. I will give you a long text and two summaries.
This is the long text: {DOCUMENT}
This is the first summary:{SUM1}
This is the second summary:{SUM2}
Please analyze which parts of these two sum-
maries are inconsistent with the description in
the long text.
[Start of LLM’s first answer]
{R1}
[End of LLM’s first answer]
[Question 2]
Now you need to determine which summary is
more factual. If the first summary is better, you
can reply to me with "0". If the second sum-
mary is better, you can reply to me with "1". Of
course, if you think these two summaries are
similar, please reply to "2". all you need to do
now is reply with a number.
[Start of LLM’s second answer]
{R2}
[End of LLM’s second answer]

Table 13: We provide a template for evaluating the
factual consistency of summaries on LLM. DOC-
UMENT, SUM1, and SUM2 serve as our inputs.
R1 is the basis for LLM’s evaluation of summary
quality, and R2 is the conclusion.

[System]
You are a helpful assistant.
[Question 1]
Please be a summary evaluation expert. I will
provide you with a long text and three summaries
and let you judge the ranking of the quality of
these three summaries. This is the long text:
{DOCUMENT}
This is the first summary: {REFERENCE}
This is the second summary:{SUM1}
This is the third summary:{SUM2}
Please briefly analyze the advantages and dis-
advantages of these three.
[Start of LLM’s first answer]
{R1}
[End of LLM’s first answer]
[Question 2]
Now you need to tell me their ranking and reply
with a list. If the first summary is the best, the
second summary is the second, and the third
summary is the worst, please reply to me [2,1,0].
Similarly, if the second summary is the best, the
first summary is the second, and the third sum-
mary is the worst, you need to reply to me [1,2,0].
[Start of LLM’s second answer]
{R2}
[End of LLM’s second answer]

Table 14: We have provided a template for eval-
uating the quality of summaries on LLM. DOCU-
MENT, REFERENCE, SUM1, and SUM2 serve as
our inputs. R1 is the basis for LLM’s evaluation of
summary quality, and R2 is the conclusion.
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